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DAY NO. 30 L4II2_H0U

HiPS -TAT IN'5T-T3
ON STATION	77	T51 347.ff 7 AT 2300 Z on 14/ 2/1972
UNDERWAY	 77 10.05 S 159 51.02W AT 1520 Z on 15/ 2/1972

TIME(GMT)	LATITUDE	LONGITUDE	EVENT(CF.COLLECTOR)	USARP NO.	COLLECTOR	GEAR CODE	DEPTH(M.)
BEG	 77ThT7S	-1578- ITh6w	-------- 86	TAM	 W74MIN
END	 0412	77 8.75 5	158 41.19W	 MAX	320

SAMPLING TIME (MINUTES)	 10
BEG	 0427	77 8.78 S	158 41.47 W	NANSEN CAST	 897	TAM	 W-702 MIN	0
HIT	 0452	77 8.83 S	158 41.93 W
END	 0503	77 8.85 5	158 42.63 W	 MAX	300

BEG	 0504
HIT	 0521
END	 0539

BEG	 054)
END	 0555

BEG	 0558
HIT	 0611
END	 0633

	

77 8.86 5	158 42.74 W

	

77 8.89 5	158 44.73 W

	

77 8.92 S	158 46.84 W

	

77 8.92 5	158 47.07 W

	

77 8.95 S	158 48.71 W

	

77 8.96 S	158 49.06 W

	

77 8.98 S	158 50.59 W

	

77 9.02 S	158 53.16 W

	

SAMPLING TIME (MINUTES)	 36
0,20,40,60,75,I00,150,200,300 METERS.

NISKIN CAST	 898

	

SAMPLING TIME (MINUTES)	 36
0.20,40,60,75, 100,150,200,300 METERS.

PHYTOPLANKTON NET.	 899

	

SAMPLING fIME (MINUTES)	 14
COMBINED W)THIJSJARP 910 (TTIN0).

	

BUTTERFLY BIOSAMPLER	 900

TAM	 W-700 MIN	0

	

MAX	300

TAM	 P-116	MIN	0

	

MAX	200

LJ'IICH	W-705	MIN	o
	MAX 	300

SAMPLING TIME (MINUTES)	 35
10 WATER SAMPLES FOR MARINE FUNGI I WATER SAMPLE
FOR OREGON STATE UNIV.

	

158 59.60 W	MENZIES TR	 5769	SOSC
159 0.19W

SAMPLING TIME (MINUTES)	 5

	

159 7.21 W	WP2 FREE FALL	 901	DPAULU
159 7.56 W

SAMPLING TIME (MINUTES)	 3

	

159 8.73 W	WP2 FREE FALL	 902	DPAULU
59 9.09 W

SAMPLING TIME (MINUTES)	 3

	

159 10.37 W	I METER MWT	 903	TAM
159 17.40 W

BEG	 0728	77 9.12 S
END	 0733	77 9.13 S

BEG	 0833	77 9.25 S
END	 0836	77 9.25 S

BEG	 0846	77 9.27 S
END	 0849	77 9.28 5

BEG	 0900	77 9.30 S
END	 000	77 9.4) 5

	

B-3O4 MIN	344

	

MAX	357

P-I40	MIN	0

	

MAX	200

P- 140	MIN	0

	

MAX	200

	

M- 80 MIN	0

	

MAX	ISO

Simulated computer printout of data from a typical ship's station.

putation and retrieval of positional data. This fea-
ture, which is based on a computerized navigational
system (Hayes and Griffiths, 1969), should consider-
ably increase the precision and accuracy of position
information on Eltanin collections.

Forthcoming refinements of the shipboard docu-
mentation system will lead to integration with the
systems for antarctic specimen and ocean bottom
photographic inventories at the Sorting Center, con-
serving both financial and manpower resources. Ad-
ditional benefits should accrue immediately to the
scientific community in the form of more rapidly
retrievable and better quality data.

New services we can now supply include automatic
geographic plots using a variety of map projections.
These are suitable for many publications. Addition-
ally, we envisage various program extensions to pro-
vide for routine data reductions and summarizations
to aid taxonomists or others studying antarctic speci-
mens or ecological factors. Particular emphasis too
is placed on increasing the potential for providing
readily synthesized information to users concerned
with the biological and geological characteristics of
the ocean bottom as inferred from the extensive
photographic collection stored at the Smithsonian
Oceanographic Sorting Center.

This work is supported by National Science Founda-
tion contract C-494.
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Bibliographic coverage
of polar literature

GEZA T. THURONYI
Science and Technology Division

Library of Congress

The Cold Regions Bibliography Project in the
Library of Congress is continuing its review of the
international antarctic literature. In the past year
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(July 1971-June 1972) some 1,400 abstracts were
prepared, bringing the total since 1963 to 10,900.
Volume 5 of the Antarctic Bibliography was published
in September. It contains items 8,001-10,000 and,
like the earlier volumes, has author, subject, geo-
graphic, and grantee indexes. The volume is avail-
able at $5.75 a copy from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20402.

A significant event of the year was the initiation
of a project entitled Prototype Polar Bibliography
System. Sponsored by the Office of Polar Programs,
National Science Foundation, under grant AG-371,
it is being implemented by the Science and Tech-
nology Division and the Information Systems Office
of the Library of Congress. The project calls for
development of an automated system capable of
handling bibliographies dealing with polar literature.
Acting under provisions of the grant, the Library of
Congress staff has contacted various government and
private agencies to assure compatibility with existing
efforts and, through utilization of available systems,
avoid unnecessary cost.

As an initial step, an input format was designed
for entering citations and abstracts of the Antarctic
Bibliography into a computer data bank. The for-
mat, based on the Library's MARC format, is an
expanded version of one that has been used by the
Cold Regions Bibliography Project for its Biblio-
graphy on Cold Regions Science and Technology
(BCRST) since 1968.

Mechanized input of Antarctic Bibliography rec-
ords has already begun. Among other advantages,
the new input system will minimize duplication of
effort between the Antarctic Bibliography and the
BCRST. In the past, items of interest to both biblio-
graphies have been handled twice, due to the dif-
ferences in form of citation and method of processing.
Under the new system, such items will be entered as
one record. Thus, a single data base is being estab-
lished for the Antarctic Bibliography and the BCRST.
The two bibliographies, however, will retain their
separate identities at the output stage. Each will have
its own output program to extract the required in-
formation according to different specifications. Most
of the present features of the Antarctic Bibliography
(e.g., its subject indexing vocabulary and its grantee
index) will be accommodated under the output pro-
grams now being developed.

The NSF grant also calls for entering bibliographic
records contained in Antarctic Bibliography Volumes
1-5 into a mechanized data base. Initially these
10,000 records will be keyboarded without abstracts.
An additional computer terminal has been installed
for this phase of the project, and keyboarding has
begun.

As a consequence of the changes outlined above,
the production of 3 by 5-inch cards, which have been
serving for current awareness and index preparation,
is being phased out. The cards will be replaced by
a computer-produced accessions list. Publication of
the Antarctic Bibliography in book form will con-
tinue without significant changes, except that the new
automated system will make it possible to take ad-
vantage of the more sophisticated typography avail -
able through computer-controlled photocomposition.

This work is supported by National Science Founda-
tion grants AG-133 and AG-371.

Antarctic Map Folio Series
VIVIAN C. BUSHNELL

American Geographical Society

The objective of the Antarctic Map Folio Series is
to summarize the present knowledge of the Antarctic;
the series will consist of some 20 folios, each devoted
to one subject or scientific discipline. Two folios are
scheduled for publication in the latter part of 1972,
and a third should appear early in 1973. Fifteen
folios are already in print.

Folio 16, Morphology of the Earth in the Antarctic
and Subantarctic, is by Bruce C. Heezen, Marie
Tharp, and Charles R. Bentley. Dr. Heezen and
Miss Tharp have compiled maps of the sea floor, and
Dr. Bentley has provided subglacial topography of
Antarctica. There is a bathymetric map at a nominal
scale of 1: 15,000,000 (measuring 33 by 42 inches).
At the same scale, there is a map of the soundings
used in drawing the contours for the bathymetric
map and a map of physiographic and tectonic pro-
vinces. Other plates devoted to the sea floor are a
bathymetric map of the Scotia Sea region at a nomi-
nal scale of 1 :5,500,000 and two sheets of bottom
profiles. The subglacial topography of Antarctica is
presented on another plate at a scale of 1: 13,600,000,
with an accompanying plate depicting the over snow
traverses and flight lines along which subglacial
soundings were obtained.

Folio 17, Marine Sediments of the Antarctic and
Subantarctic, is the work of a number of contributors.
Grant Goodell has prepared maps of surface sedi-
ment type, sediment collection localities, and distribu-
tion of ferromanganese deposits; he also has furnished
photos of the sea floor. Sediment isopachs in the In-
dian and Pacific Ocean sectors are presented on a
map compiled by R. Houtz, M. Ewing, D. Hayes, and
B. Naini. There are three plates of small maps by
James Kennett and Ronald Echols depicting the dis-
tribution of fossil foraminifera in the sediments. Jessie
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